
James has recently completed AIRSIDE, a new stand-alone thriller, 
to be published by Welbeck in Summer 2022, and OUTLAW, the 
sixth instalment of the Sunday Times bestselling Marc Dane series, 
released by Bonnier in 2021.

The first four instalments of the Marc Dane series - NOMAD, EXILE, 
GHOST and SHADOW - are available in both hardback and 
paperback internationally.
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DARK HORIZON
2023
Welbeck

AT 40,000 FEET UP... THERE IS NO PLACE TO HIDE.
A fatal crash on a rain-slick road and a brutal murder in an English village set off 
a deadly chain of events, leading from stormy skies over the Mediterranean Sea 
to an explosive confrontation on a remote airstrip in North Africa...
Only a handful of people know the reason why Kate Hood left the military in 
disgrace; now a contract pilot for a private jet company, she's looking for a 
second chance and a better life.
But to keep her secrets, she must take a last-minute assignment to fly a covert 
cargo out of the country to a non-extradition nation, with no questions asked.
The cargo is a prisoner who may be the key to a violent terrorist conspiracy – 
but he swears he is an innocent man, wrongly accused of crimes he played no 
part in.
And as Kate races through the night, on the ground a team of ruthless killers are 
hunting the people she cares about, threatening their lives to force the pilot to 
hijack her own aircraft.
But do they plan to liberate the captive – or execute him?
Trapped at the heart of an escalating crisis, Kate and her mysterious passenger 
must navigate the conflicting agendas of enemies and allies alike, on a flight 
into danger that neither of them may survive...

AIRSIDE
2022
Welbeck

Beleaguered businessman Kevin Tyler's life is imploding: he's spent months 
setting up a deal to open an office in Northern Germany, risking everything he 
owns to push the project through – but at the last possible moment, his partners 
renege on the agreement when another party sweeps in with a better offer.
Left high and dry, Tyler knows he is going home to bankruptcy and an uncertain 
future. And to add insult to injury, an overbooked flight sees him bumped off the 
last plane home, leaving him behind to wait out a storm until the next departure 
the following morning.
Stranded in the airside zone of a remote municipal airport, Kevin's luck seems to 
have run out – until he stumbles upon a bag of money that could be the solution 
to all his woes.
There's just one problem – the money is part of a conspiracy of blackmail and 
murder, and those involved are willing to do anything to keep it...

OUTLAW (Marc 
Dane VI)
2021
Bonnier Zaffre

Gutted by the ruthless power brokers known as the Combine, the Rubicon Group 
is a shadow of its former self, its founder Ekko Solomon missing presumed dead 
and the members of its private security and intelligence team in hiding, framed 
for a terrorist atrocity they did not commit.
For ex-MI6 officer Marc Dane, his friend and colleague Lucy Keyes, and the 
survivors of Rubicon's Special Conditions Division, the future is bleak.
With no support and no backup, they are living on the edge, and the walls are 
closing in - so with nothing left to lose, the team will risk everything in a last 
ditch gambit to strike back at the Combine and bring them down...once and for 
all.
Rising from the ashes of Rubicon's destruction, Marc and the team undertake a 
high-stakes undercover mission to stop a catastrophic plan to crash the global 
financial network, with only their cunning and their skills to carry them through.
If they succeed, they might just get their lives back.
If they fail, it will be the end of everything they've been fighting for...
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https://www.amazon.co.uk/Dark-Horizon-James-Swallow/dp/1802793186/ref=tmm_hrd_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1686318601&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Dark-Horizon-James-Swallow/dp/1802793186/ref=tmm_hrd_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1686318601&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Airside-James-Swallow/dp/1802790349
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Airside-James-Swallow/dp/1802790349
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B0991NR268/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i0
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B0991NR268/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i0


ROGUE (Marc 
Dane V)
2020
Bonnier Zaffre

In modern espionage, every action has a reaction. One wrong move could sink 
an entire region into turmoil - even war.
Ex-MI6 operative Marc Dane understands this better than anyone. Dedicating his 
life to protecting the country means he's collected enemies, and a lot of them.
But for those hellbent on bringing the West to its knees, each failed plot has one 
thing in common: The Rubicon Group, the elite private intelligence agency, and 
Dane's employer. Destroy Rubicon, and the world order falls with it.
With the clock ticking, Dane, along with sniper partner Lucy Keyes, must unpick 
a monstrous and deadly conspiracy that stretches from the marinas of Monaco 
to the mountains of Mozambique - one that threatens not only Rubicon, but 
ultimately the lives of millions of innocent civilians. And time is fast running out . 
. .

SHADOW (Marc 
Dane IV)
2019
Bonnier Zaffre

A ruthless far-right terrorist is broken out of captivity
A mysterious bio-scientist with a terrible secret is abducted
A lethal contagion threatens millions of lives across Europe and the Middle East
Ex-MI6 officer Marc Dane faces a deadly challenge against all odds, to stop a 
devastating attack before a new kind of weapon is unleashed . . .

GHOST (Marc 
Dane III)
2018
Bonnier Zaffre

A terrible threat from the depths of the dark net.
A devastating betrayal at the heart of a covert strike force.
A deadly pursuit across a digital battlefield.
A ruthless terrorist fuelled by revenge.
As devastating attacks unfold across the globe, Marc Dane must call on all his 
skills and ingenuity to track down the mysterious figure behind it all - a faceless 
criminal known only as "Madrigal".
Before they plunge the world into war . . .

EXILE (Marc 
Dane II)
2017
Bonnier Zaffre

MOVE OVER JASON BOURNE, MARC DANE IS HERE . . .
A vicious Serbian gang whose profits come from fake nuclear weapons.
A disgraced Russian general, with access to the real thing.
A vengeful Somali warlord, with a cause for which he'd let the world burn.
A jaded government agency, without the information to stop him.
Only one man sees what's coming. And even he might not be able to prevent it . 
. .
Racing breathlessly from uncharted CIA prisons to the skyscrapers of Dubai, 
from stormbeaten oil rigs off the African coast to the ancient caverns beneath 
the city of Naples, Marc Dane returns in the incredible new action thriller from 
the internationally bestselling author of NOMAD.
NOMAD WAS EXPLOSIVE. THIS IS NUCLEAR.
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https://www.amazon.co.uk/Rogue-Marc-Dane-James-Swallow/dp/1838770550
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Rogue-Marc-Dane-James-Swallow/dp/1838770550
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Shadow-James-Swallow/dp/1785765205
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Shadow-James-Swallow/dp/1785765205
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Ghost-incredible-thriller-Sunday-bestselling/dp/1785763741
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Ghost-incredible-thriller-Sunday-bestselling/dp/1785763741
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Exile-explosive-Sunday-bestselling-thriller/dp/1785760440
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Exile-explosive-Sunday-bestselling-thriller/dp/1785760440


NOMAD (Marc 
Dane I)
2016
Bonnier Zaffre

FIND THE TRUTH BEFORE THEY FIND YOU
A pulse-racing terrorist thriller - perfect for fans of I Am Pilgrim, Bourne, 24 and 
Homeland
Marc Dane is a MI6 field agent at home behind a computer screen, one step 
away from the action. But when a brutal attack on his team leaves Marc as the 
only survivor - and with the shocking knowledge that there are traitors inside 
MI6 - he's forced into the front line.
However the evidence seems to point towards Marc as the perpetrator of the 
attack. Accused of betraying his country, he must race against time to clear his 
name.
With nowhere to turn to for help and no one left to trust, Marc is forced to rely 
on the elusive Rubicon group and their operative Lucy Keyes. Ex US Army, Lucy 
also knows what it's like to be an outsider, and she's got the skills that Marc is 
sorely lacking.
A terrorist attack is coming, one bigger and more deadly than has ever been 
seen before. With the eyes of the security establishment elsewhere, only Lucy 
and Marc can stop the attack before it's too late.
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